
Sikh-Gurdwara San Jose 

Scholarships for Studies in Journalism in  

Radio/TV Broadcasting 

 
Sikh Gurdwara San Jose plans to give upto 2 scholarships to students with primary 

residence in the USA. These scholarships are meant for those majoring in TV/Radio 

broadcasting Journalism or pursuing a Masters degree in TV/Radio broadcasting 

journalism in USA. 

The scholarship amount is $500 per month for a period of up to four years for those 

pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in TV/Radio broadcasting and $1000 per month for up to 

a period of two years for those pursuing a Master’s degree. The successful candidates, 

upon graduation are expected to serve in a mainstream TV/Radio channel in the USA 

and enhance image of Sikh community by exercising a high level of professional and 

ethical conduct. 

The Eligibility Criteria  

1. Should be enrolled in an accredited US University/College with a Bachelors program 

with major in Radio/TV broadcasting, or should be enrolled in a Master’s program for 

broadcasting. 

2. Some experience of broadcasting at high school level is desirable, but not necessary. 

3. They should proudly carry their Sikh identity. For males they should have unshorn 

Kesh (hair on the head) and beard and should wear the turban with pride. For females, 

they should have unshorn Kesh. 

4. They should demonstrate good knowledge of the Gurbani, Sikh Values, Sikh History 

and Culture. 

5. They should have good communication skills in English. They should be able to get 

admission to one of the accredited universities for degree in Broadcasting journalism. 

6. The scholarships are for the university/college session starting in fall of 2020. 

7. For continuation of scholarship, the students must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.0 in 

each of the years of study. They must submit the proof of continuing admission and 

grades every semester or quarter as applicable. 

 

 



Application For Scholarship 

The application for the scholarship should include the following information 

1. Name 

2. Address 

3. Phone Number 

4. Email Address 

5. Education Record: High School and/or Bachelor’s degree including names and 

addresses of the institutions and transcripts (marks sheets etc.) 

6. Names of broadcasting schools, where applying for admission 

7. Three Letters of recommendation (preferably from teachers,) 

8. Should submit an up to one page personal statement as to “Why do I want to 

become a broadcasting journalist?” 

9. A 300 word essay on “Why I am proud to be a Sikh?” 

The completed application should be submitted on or before April 15, 2019 to 

Scholarships Coordinator 

Sikh Gurdwara San Jose Parbandhak Committee 

3636 Gurdwara Avenue, San Jose, CA 95148. 

 

For further information call or send an email to 

Dr. Gurinder Pal Singh Phone: (408) 679-9302, email:gpsahib@aol.com 

Sn. Narinder Kaur Meharu: Phone: (408) 666-0867, email:nmeharu@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


